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Overview 

States, People and the History of Social Change will bring together cutting-edge books 

written by academic historians on criminal justice, welfare, education, health and other 

areas of social change and social policy. The way in which states, governments and localities 

have responded to ‘social problems’ is identifiable in many different temporal and 

geographical contexts. From the early modern to the modern period states have attempted 

to shape the lives of their people in important ways. Books in this series explore the ways in 

which groups and individuals have negotiated that process. The series will welcome scholars 

from the UK, Europe and beyond, whose research explores social policy (and its earlier 

equivalents) and other responses to social need, in historical perspective. 

The series editors will be joined by an international editorial board of five senior scholars 

representing the broad range of issues addressed by the series. 

Key Features 

• Simultaneous publication in hardback and paperback in the UK and Europe in 

order to achieve full market potential.  

• Reasonable and competitive recommended retail prices and proactive 

international marketing. 
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• Bespoke covers, which are attractive and eye catching, to assist in marketing for 

cross disciplinary and public appeal. 

• High quality production. Illustrations will be highly encouraged. 

 

Contacts 

Dr Rosalind Crone, The Open University – email rosalind.crone@open.ac.uk 

Professor Heather Shore, Leeds Beckett University – email H.Shore@leedsbeckett.ac.uk 

Richard Baggaley, UK Editor, MQUP – email Richard.Baggaley.mqup@mcgill.ca 

 

McGill-Queen’s University Press 

McGill-Queen's University Press is a scholarly publisher that defends, refutes, and creates 

fresh interpretations of the world. With over 3,000 books in print and numerous awards and 

bestsellers, our goal is to produce peer-reviewed, rigorously edited, beautifully produced, 

intelligent, interesting books. 

A joint venture of McGill University in Montreal, Quebec, and Queen's University in 

Kingston, Ontario, MQUP is a publisher of international themes, attracting attention from 

the New York Times to the London Review of Books. 

A North American university press with a global reach, we aim to advance scholarship, 

promote public debate, and contribute to culture. 

 

http://www.mqup.ca 

 


